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1. “How Many Non Zero Covid Cult Doctors Have Been Allowed On Mainstream TV

In Ireland in 12 Months” 

Clue – The answer is in single digits. RTE & Virgin like to throw the public a few

crumbs then revert back to the lunatics

Thread 1/18

2. The relentless propaganda and anti-science has been rife in Ireland since March

2020. As I stated in a previous thread, the floor has almost extensively been given to

the Zero Covid Cult Crew (ZCCC) with very little or no balance from opposing

viewpoints.

3. If I was to hazard a guess I would say the Zero Covid Cult Crew have appeared on

RTE and Virgin Media hundreds of times. This is just on TV shows such as Prime

Time, The Late Late, The Claire Byrne Show & The Tonight Show.
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4. There have also been a myriad of appearances on lesser watched shows as well.

Too many to name here. But how many alternative viewpoints have been permitted

on the mainstream channels since March 2020. 6 is the answer.

5. Yes you read that right. Hard to believe isn’t it. In nearly a year, 6 doctors who

know the science have been “allowed” to tell the truth. Once the truth is told, they are

shutdown, never to be invited back on again.

That’s Pravda RTE & Virgin Media for you.

6. So what I decided to do was compile the “science” in one place. If you ever get fed

up with the garbage being peddled by the shills on Pravda then hopefully these real

experts will put a smile on your face and restore your faith in "the science"

7. Dr John Lee, former NHS consultant pathologist discussed why he believed that

lockdowns as a response to the Covid-19 pandemic are unjustified

RTÉ Prime Time
@RTE_PrimeTime

Dr John Lee, former NHS consultant pathologist 
discusses why he believes that lockdown as a response 
to the Covid-19 pandemic is unjustified.#RTEPT | 
#COVID19 | @mcculld

Watch on Twitter

9:52 PM · Apr 16, 2020
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8. The 1st response below the Prime Time tweet is quite extraordinary from a Doctor

where he says “Do not give this person airtime again” It also seems he is based out of

Trinity where all the ZCCC hang out such as Luke O Neill, Tomas Ryan & Kingston

Mills. All in it together

9. Dr Martin Feeley appeared on Prime Time and schooled another ZCCC fanatic,

Sam McConkey. Whenever the “science” guys speak, the ZCCC just have no answers

as their argument falls apart.

facebook.com/radiomidwest/v…

10. Dr Feeley obviously struck a chord with many people as the comments on FB

below the video are just gold. RTE obviously read them and said “enough was

enough”. Dr Feeley was then shut down.

11. Dr Michael Levitt analysed the Covid figures worldwide and said the growth was

never truly exponential and that it would taper off. He was proved right as Covid

went from pandemic to endemic. First 6 mins 30 secs.

vimeo.com/425856493

12. In a quite extraordinary display of ignorance & arrogance, Luke O Neill insulted

the Nobel Prize winner saying “He’s not an immunologist, if he was, I would be

ashamed of my profession”. Prof Levitt had no right of reply as his segment had been

pre-recorded
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13. Professor Jack Lambert also made an appearance on Prime Time. His only one I

believe, soon to be jettisoned, never to appear again.

rte.ie/news/primetime…

14. The government even dug “into their own pockets” (our pockets) to get the advice

of independent paid advisors, the world renowned experts Professor Carl Heneghan

and Dr Johan Giesecke. They listened to them, insulted them and promptly ignored

their advice.

15. None of the public though ever got to see or hear what they had to say. They

appeared on Oireachtas TV channel which relays the business of the national

parliament to over 1.1 million homes across Ireland. Nobody watches the channel

however and RTE were never going to show it

16. Professor Carl Heneghan is a clinical epidemiologist with expertise in evidence-

based medicine. He appeared at a special meeting of the Oireachtas on 13/08/20

advising against the use of face coverings.

youtube.com/watch?v=2zxvhL…

17. Prof Johan Giesecke is the mentor behind Dr Anders Tegnell who masterminded

the successful covid strategy for Sweden. Yet again another expert dismissed and

ignored

youtube.com/watch?v=xOVthl…

18. There we have the sad but sorry tale of how one sided the coverage has been on

MSM. The decks have been totally stacked in the favour of the Zero Covid Cult Crew.

Just imagine if we had real debate. Life would have returned to normal by now but

that was never the intention.
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